The CO-COON

The co-coon will be a new style of living for refugees within a refugee camp. It will allow them to gain new skills by creating a sense of community through informal, yet organized,
community spaces. The space and scheme should be seen as a glimpse of hope for the people in the community. The co-coon aims to help children, and adults, living under the poverty
line in less economically developed countries. The poverty may have occurred due to socio-economic issues, a natural or man-made disaster, or an outbreak of an epidemic. The COCOON should help them to escape for a time from their harsh reality and give them a safe environment to live and relax, whilst learning and gaining essential skills. The scheme will
also look into the political issue surrounding the camp and blur the boundaries surrounding these people. The future aims of the co-coon is to develop so it can be adapted and used
in other disaster zones and refugee camps. Additionally, Beth thought the atmosphere within the refugee camps especially at night is quite scary even though there is minimal violence,
mainly sadness and boredom! Therefore, my design needs to give them a sense of purpose and get them engaging with each other. Additionally, due to the lack of facilities, it would be
ideal if the structure was multifunctional. For example: if the roof could collect water or act as an allotment for them to grow and sell food, whereas their ground isn’t suitable.
Whilst volunteering in Pune, India, I saw first-hand how poor children are disadvantaged with their education: “One in four young people in developing countries are unable to read a
sentence…[,] a “legacy of illiteracy”…” Disasters quickly escalate already existing problems. “Typically, the poor are the worst hit for they have the least resources to cope and rebuild.”
In the short term, the CO-COON will provide disaster emergency support and education, in addition to saving life by helping the refugees to build a sustainable life and help them
to be more self-sufficient.
Biomimicry is the inspiration for the CO-COON. People have a closer connection to organic shapes and, therefore, tend to feel instantly more relaxed and safe. I have a keen interest in
biomimicry as a way of solving problems and using it as a design tool to influence the outcome. As the CO-COON is set within an area of poverty, mainly after a disaster has occurred,
it needs to be easily assembled with minimal experience required.
My chosen site is a refugee camp situated in Rwanda in the Eastern province which borders Tanzania. The refugee camp I have chosen is the largest camp within Rwanda and is home to around
56,000 + refugees, information from a survey completed in January 2018. Camp Mahama is refuge to people from Democratic Republic of Congo and Burundi etc. They had to flee their homes due
to political conflict in their own counties plus the aftermath of the 1994 Genocide.

Education
Steiner

Steve Van Matre’s Earth Education

- Steiner schools have a strong emphasis on the importance of spiritual values and social skills
- The teaching method is based on a balance of intellectual, practical and artistic teaching
- Physical development also regarded as having great importance - to facilitate this they use a dance form
called Eurythmy to help the children’s physical development. Eurythmy is music translated into movement.
- Colour is also of great importance, especially for helping a child with their imagination skills, and
teaching about the colour spectrum is an important part of the education philosophy.
- The philosophy helps children to develop a healthy sense of awareness, concern for other people, respect
for the world, and their own sense of meaning and purpose.

- Earth Education is a learning institute set up in 1974 by Steve Van Matre. Within the education
programme they have a set of nine principles and strategies for teaching and learning, known as the
‘lnterbeing and Deep Ecology Through Art Education’.
- The fifth principle: Connecting Critical Awareness, Emotion and Actions is all about having a
connection with nature that will help children be critically aware.
- A person’s intellect and emotions are vital for their understanding of the nature of their lives and
motivation. For example; if a child is not enthused to create and explore, then they will not learn.
- The argument is in place that children need to experience beauty, power, patterns, smells and
connectedness of nature.

VS

Montessori
- Active vs Passive - Montessori children are active participants in their learning. Understanding come
through a child’s ability to discover things for themselves.
- Individual Learning - allows children to learn at their own individual pace and follow their unique
interests, resulting in enjoyable learning which is sustainable over a lifetime. Avoiding interruptions
whenever possible.
- Internal Validation - Belief that the child’s self-esteem comes from an internal sense of pride in his or her
own accomplishments. The teachers encourage children to develop their self-esteem based their own
accomplishments.
- Environment - The classrooms are prepared in advance based on observations of the individual needs.
They include student-centered lessons and activities. Therefore, the children are able to teach themselves
using specially prepared materials.w

The Poverty Cycle

Less access to
food, safe water,
healthcare and
schooling.

VS

Main stream education
- Divided in to larger classes of around 30 children based on
their age, and in some cases their ability as well.
- Passive approach to learning, Either through read a
textbook or the teacher giving lectures. Following
the “rote memorisation” approach memorising work with little or no
understanding of the subject matter
which is evident in an assignment-studyrecitation-test.
- Strong emphasis is placed on academic
performance and sports as extracurricular activities The children’s
intelligence is often measured against
grades and logical and mathematical abilities.
- Intelligence is often measured against grades
and logical and mathematical abilities. However, if
a child struggles with pace of the curriculum and lesson,
can fall behind and therefore fail.

Low family
income

Few work
opportunities,
chronic
unemployment
issues.

Hunger, poor
sanitation and
lack of
education.

Increased
chance of disease,
malnutrition and
even death.

Name: Beth Anderson
Age : 21
Occupation: Student at Durham University studying French.
Charity work: Volunteers with Hull help for Refugees and
		
Durham for refugees.

Interview
1. Which refugee camps and affected areas have you visited and when?
2. Can you describe what the atmosphere was like in the camps?
Summer 2016 - Calais “the jungle”
The camp was like a village, with makeshift shelters working as shops, restaurants, schools, mosques,
churches and people’s homes.The atmosphere in the shops and restaurants was, on the whole, cheerful and fun.The owners, who were refugees living in the camp, welcomed volunteers and chatted to us.
There was a resilience and a determination there.Walking round the camp generally was more tense.
Some refugees looked extremely fed up, sad and lost, others chatted to each other, played football and
offered volunteers tea.When it got dark, there was more tension and a sense of uncertainty. It was
scary walking round the camp then, although I very rarely saw any anger or violence, more sadness and
boredom.
January 2017 - Thessaloniki, Greece
I mainly worked in the warehouses so am not sure of the atmosphere in the various camps and squats.
July 2017 - Calais
This was when the jungle camp had been dismantled. There was therefore much less of a community
atmosphere. People were more scattered.They live on the streets and come to known distribution points
where charities give them food, clothes and sleeping bags.When I gave out food, the atmosphere was
friendly enough, but everything felt more rushed. Police can come and stop distributions at any moment.
There was still a jokey atmosphere at times - the refugees get in the volunteers van and play music on
the radio.When it was time to go they joked at playing taxi driver and said “where to, my friend?”.The
atmosphere was tense but there were still moments of positivity.

3. In your opinion what would be most beneficial to help get refugees back to their
homes, moved on or make refugee camps a more sustainable solution for longer term?
In Calais, people want to get to the UK and are risking their lives to do so illegally. I think we need to
make them trust the authorities.This is difficult because the police in Calais treat refugees extremely
badly.They use unnecessary violence, tear gassing refugees and destroying their belongings.Then when
they do offer the option of seeking asylum in the UK, they are surprised when refugees choose not
to take it. I think perhaps drop in centres for refugees to learn about their options for seeking asylum
would be a good idea. Perhaps a partnership between the authorities and a charity would work in
helping establish that trust. I think it is also important that information is provided in their language.
This kind of information could be provided in the first safe country they reach. Of course this may
overwhelm bordering countries, but some form of information, contact numbers, websites etc. could be
provided to help refugees make an informed decision.
4. My project is mainly focused around education, but what do you think is an important
area that needs improving? e.g. healthcare, transport, housing water etc.
In camps, I think access to information is lacking. Information should be provided on what rights
refugees have to healthcare, education, support and asylum.
5. Which skills do you think are the most important for children and adults to learn in a
refugee camp? e.g. basic arithmetic, domestic skills, survival skills etc.
I think speaking the language of the country is very important for them to integrate into society and be
able to learn other things from there.
6. Is their an age group you think is most affected and as a result is disadvantaged
because they are living in a refugee camp? Explain why.
I think children are affected because they are missing out on their education and childhood. However,
I actually think the most difficulties are experienced by older people, who have left all they have ever
known and already had a life built in their home country. It is much more difficult for them to learn a
news language and start again. I have noticed that refugee children and young people can be more
resilient and ready to learn a new language and culture and start a news life. Older people struggle with
the lack of dignity and the reductive nature of the refugee label.

Disaster relief time line
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Africa - Rwanda - Camp Mahama

Population
The total population of refugees in Rwanda is
164,555. A shocking 49% of these people living in
the camps are children (0-17), compared to 48%
of people being adult (18-59). Unsurprisingly, only
3% of refugees are elderly people (60+). Due to
the situation this number is always chnging but the
UNHCR conduct regular monthly reports.

Total population of Rwanda : 11.92 million (2016)
Average temperature : 20.5 Degrees Celsius

Spread across all the camps are 2,638
unaccompanied and seperated children registered
as refugees in Rwanda. Additionally, there are 5,5158
new births that were recorded in 2017.
85% of Rwandans are Hutus but the Tutsi minority
has long dominated the coutry. within the refugee
camps about 54% of the population is from Burundi,
further 45.7% are from the Democratic Republic of
Congo. Leaving the last 0.3% from other countries.

Why are they refugees?
Man-made Disasters - ‘Man made disasters are
hazards caused by human action or inaction.’ Such
as, wars, acts of terrorism, shootings.
The original cause for the refugee crisis was the
1994 genocide - 100 days of slaughter! Where there
was nearly 1 million deaths.
The polical conflict then escalated to until the start
of the First Congo War in 1996.
A Large percentag of the refugees come from the
neighburing countries like Democratic Republic of
Congo and Burundi etc.
“No on knows the exact number of Hutu who fled
Rwanda in the summer of 1994, but the UNHCR
after described this as the largest dislocation of a
population it’s aid workers have ever seen.

Camp Mahama
It is the largest refugee camp within Rwanda, it
is home to around 56,206 refugees that fled to
Rwanda for a better and safer life however, this
number is always changing. Camp Mahama is
located in the Mahama Sector, Kirehe District, in
Eastern Province, at about 270km from Kigali city.
Additionally, it lies very close to the border of
Tanzania.
Camp Mahama was officially opened on April 22,
2015 in order to move refugees near the borders
of Burundi and provide them with enough space
for accomodation. It covers the surface area of
over 50 ha.

Camp Mahama
Sun Path
(01/06/2018) - The times don’t change that considerably over the year., the sum rises from the eat and sets in the west.

4:33 - Dawn

4:56 - Sunrise

10:56 - Solar noon

16:55 - Sunset

17:18 - Dusk

Key
- Vehicular circulation
- Main pedestrian circulation
- Pedestrian circulation
- Wind
(The average wind is from the
south at 5mph)
- Sun path

The ground level
As seen in the typographic images on the left there isn’t much different in ground level. Majority of the camp is on the flat
or a small slope. Additionally, the isn’t but greenery apart form the forest around the boarder.

Site plan with zoning
Scale 1:10,000

Key
Housing
Enterance & Exit
Deliveries & waste disposal
School
Healthcare
Sports facilities
Facilities: food, water, power,

Simple paper folds were used to replicate the repetitive nature
and design of a refugee camp. Using the pattern I created from
the roof tops of the huts I was able to cut out wholes and
manipulate the form easily. However it did dramatically reduce
the strength of the shape.
The simplicity of the shapes did restrict the form as they couldn’t
bend in multiple direction. As a result I looked into the site plan
in more depth to help with inspiration.

From an abstract experimentation with patterns and textures
found within a refugee camp, which inspired the exploration into
blurring the boundaries. I created a repetitive block pattern from
the way the huts are arranges. Using the roof as they were the
most prominent feature.

Concept Models
Creating concept models based on one of the essential elements of
biomimicry. (Re)connect, is about the strong bond between humans
and nature. Either the initial bond/connection or re establishing
the bind. This connection/bond that has always been around and
is deeply situated within everyone. This is why people feel more
comfortable around nature and organic shapes. Therefore, the
design should create a more relaxing environment for the refugees.
Using felt was creative and experimental approach to developing
multiple organic designs. Additionally, the ideas were photoshoped
for rapid idea generation and the ability to start developing the
design.

Mapping

Boundaries

Concept design

Taking inspiration from the
map of Camp Mahama, for the
shape of the shelter structure.
Looking into the arrangement
of the site and the patterns
found within.

The reason for the many of
the refugees evacuating their
countries and ending up in
the refugee camps is due to
political unrest. Therefore they
all had to cross the boundaries.

Combining the 2 ideas seamlessly
joins the organic shapes with
the shape shelter structure that
protects the smaller pods.

For Example: I explored the
tessellation found within the
site, mainly focusing on the
roofs. As I thought the patterns
created were fascinating, with
the potential to be used within
my design.

By changing up the layout of
the camp to create the unusual
shapes meant the sections
of the camp are completely
change.

I explored multiple different
layouts, and rearrange the
floor plan to create a range of
shapes, as well as shadows.

Considering the all the
information is the same as
it was taking straight from
the site layout. Each one is
completely individual, as the
folds were determined by the
road found on the site. As well
as, the houses creating the cut
out sections.

Using the site as the main
inspiration for the shelter structure
makes the design more relevant to
the site.
Additionally, the design will
encompass more of the essential
elements of biomimicry to make
the entire refugee camp more
sustainable.

Testing the scale of the design.

Design concept

Exploring the potential uses of the smart skin.

1:2500 scale models

Design exploration
On a 1:2500 scale plan I tested out a few designs and different layouts. They were with the intention of
having a central communal space for the community. On the left the design involves using triangles and the
ability to tessellate them. Where as the one on the right is a closed loop idea, where all the people will be
feasibility connected.

Layout/zoning concepts

Establishing the
connections to create
a community.

Community....
- is a group of people living in the same
place or having a particular characteristic
in common.
- is the condition of sharing or having
certain attributes and interests.
As a community Camp Mahama is
a similar numerical size to a town,
therefore it can be divided into smaller
village size community that are based
around a central point that benefits
the whole community. For the Camp
to function the best is where all the
communities connect with each other
and the main centre.
Key
Housing
Enternace and exit
Facilities, power, water, food
Education, sport, health

New site layout with zoning
Scale 1:10,000

Key
Housing
Entrance and exit
Central hubs - sports, Healthcare,
education.
Facilities - Water, food, power

Typography model
Scale 1:5,000 landscape model of the refugee camp, with a proportion of the shelter placed with in the map.

Model testing
From the initial model making and playing around with the fold I found
they were quit flimsy and because they weren’t symmetrical, therefore
had a tendency to fall over.
The central community area requires large span of space and preferable
needs to have multiple acces points
I have found that from the 1:50 scale model of the shelter that it is not
a feasble design because it struggles to stand up plus simalry to the B of
the bang it would enevatably brake over time.

Renzo Piano

Eden project

Renzo piano is an Italian architect who has created a range of
structures and building out of bamboo and investing time into
creating new innovative ways to attached bamboo together.

The Eden project used a new Material to replace a glass
green house with light wieght ETFE plastic that is describes as ‘cling film with attitude’. Its it a fraction of the
weight of glass and it allows the building to breathe. Each
window has three layers of this incredible stuff, inflated to
create a two-metre-deep pillow. Although our ETFE windows are very light (less than 1% of the equivalent area of
glass) they are strong enough to take the weight of a car.
What’s more, ETFE can transmit UV light, and is non-stick,
self-cleaning and lasts for over 25 years.

I especially like the joint shown in the top picture as it is a
juxtaposition between the high tech stainless steel and the natural,
low tech bamboo. He manages to successful join them without it
looking messy or completely ruining the urban, rustic look of the
bamboo.

The Biomes are made useing hexagons and pentagons for
there structural integraty.

Calatrava structures

The B of the bang

Santiago Calatrva is a Spanish architect who is famous for his
building that move. As a result he has successfully blurred the lines
between architecture and engineering.

Designed by Thomas Heatherwick the B of the bang is well known
around the world, but unfortunately for Thomas Heatherwick not
as he had planned. As before they had even revealed it, the first of
three visible structural problems as the tip of one of the spikes
detached and fell to the ground.

Calatrava has an interest in the visual movement of natural objects,
the sculptural quality of reinforced concrete, and the kinetic
components of architecture.
Calatrava’s understanding of natural engineering has allowed him to
build radically innovative structures, some of which seem to defy
gravity. “There’s no question that he will go down as one of the
great artistically oriented engineers in history,” Fisher says.

Through put its time many of the spikes had to be removed because they were unsafe and started to hang off. Even with additional
support the sculpture still could hold the weight of all the spikes
joining in one central point.
Within 4 years of it being built the structure was demolished and
sold for scraps.
From this I am aware that my design can’t have the fold are folding
to one point, otherwise a similar could happen.

Masterplan layout.

The shape for the net of the central hub is taken directly from the updated master plan. The 4 points are of the
structure are the 4 separate central hubs that the rest of the plan is designed around to bring the community to
gather.

Shadow and light experiments.

Net for the central hub structure.

Test models the central hub

1:100 scale models created using tracing paper,
cartridge paper and bamboo sticks to create a more
stable structure.

Central hub
As the B of the Bang demonstrates there can’t be just one point where all
the poles interact. Taking inspiration from the updated master plan of the
site the new design has a 4 points of intersection. Making the structure
more stable especially as 3 of the points that rely on tension. The
triangular shapes created allows for the structure to be more stable.

Yurts

Plastic bottle roofs

A traditional yurt (from the Turkic languages) or ger (Mongolian)
is a portable, round tent covered with skins or felt and used as a
dwelling by nomads in the steppes of Central Asia.

Creating green jobs and reducing waste along the way: plastic bottles.
Carnegie Mellon’s Engineers Without Borders has teamed up with
eco-nonprofit Reuse Everything Institute to turn material that once
was used to hold drinks into housing material for poverty-stricken
communities. According to a video promoting the partnership, 110
million tons of plastic is used each year -- 7.86 trillion plastic bottles, give or take -- and the discarded material can be transformed
into a product that dramatically improves everyday life.

The lattice of a traditional yurt is divided into sections, called khana.
Each khana is a collapsible series of crisscrossed wooden poles. The
poles are made of light wood, such as willow, birch, poplar, or even
bamboo. Khana are attached to each other with ropes made of
leather or animal hair.
The roof of a yurt is the most complex part of the structure. The
central part of the roof is called the crown. The crown is a ring to
which roof poles, called uni, are attached. The crown’s pattern of
wood, reeds, or fabric can be handed down for generations. The
khana and fabric of a yurt may be replaced, but the crown may last
for years.

The first step is removing the bottle’s top and bottom, and flattening its cylindrical shape into sheets. The strips of material are then
combined to create long ribbons, which lay on top of the housing
structure, forming plastic thatch roofing. These steps have become
significantly less energy intensive, thanks in part to an automated
machine that helps cut and weld the plastic, according to a release
by Reuse Everything Institute.

Yurts are incredible versatile. In the winter earth is banked against
the sides, the floor covered in a layer of grass and worn out felt.
While in the summer the doors can bee rolled up, drawing cool air
in and pushing hot air out of the crown.

Shelter box

Bamboo huts

Shelter box was set up by a group of people who believe having
a shelter is part of our human rights. Their aim is to provide
emergency shelter and tools for families robbed of their homes by
disaster, they’re transforming despair into hope.

Watch them grow.

In each sturdy green shelter box is a family sized tent to protect
them from the elements. The other contents differ depending
on the climate and disaster. The items include : solar lights, water
storage/purification equipment, thermal blankets and cooking
utensils
“When I received a ShelterKit, it gave me the courage to start rebuilding my house because I knew I had the materials I needed for
the roof.” - Chief Sonjeka, from Mulanje, Malawi

Bamboo is an incredibly versatile building material. An entire
building can be made out of it with next to no waste. It grows in
hot, humid conditions across south America, central Africa and
south east Asia. The woody cane has exceptional strength and
resilience and, being hollow, is light and easily worked its fine fibres
giving surprising flexibility.
There are many advantages to using bamboo, such as simple
assembly and disassembly, quick replacement reuse of structural
members and part which can last over 30 years. Where possible
bamboo is often combined with other woods to make more
durable and taller structure, the bamboo being used often cladding
or bracing, stiffening the structure in the process.

Shape development for the huts
Rapid prototyping for the shape of the huts, mainly experimenting
with more organic and natural shaped forms. A more triangular
shaped hut fits better with the theme of the entire camp. Plus it
tessellate better and therefore fit into the spaces better.
Additionally choosing the more triangular shape is a sturdy shape that
will help to keep the family safe even in harsh weather conditions.

Interior model of the lattice with in the huts scale 1:100

Hut models scale 1:100
The model houses were made from compacted felt as it is more sensitive to the final out come as it is made from
the same material as the final outcome. Additionally, the fact that the stitching isn’t perfect directly replicates the
final outcome as the aim is for the refugees to learn new skills through building there own houses. Therefore, their
houses aren’t going to perfect, hence why the model isn’t perfect.

Plans and elevation of the Hut, not to scle

Exterior layer

First layer under the compacted felt

Materials

Lotus Leaf
Lotus Effect - Self-Cleaning Surfaces
Lotusan is the first self-cleaning masonry paint. Due to the properties of the lotus leaf it
allows self cleaning during rainfall, requiring less maintenances.

Polar Bear fur
Solar Textiles - SolarEnergie Stefanakis
developed a system able to mimic the properties
of polar bear fur. This biomimetic textile is currently applied as soft, flexible overs for
SolarEnergie Stefanakis water desalination and energy-harvesting products. It has the
potential to be used on a larger scale to create energy as well as heat. It could be used
to power the refugee camp. Or be used to heat up the water etc.

Bamboo
The structure supporting the smart skin will be constructed using bamboo because it’s
durable, strong, easy to work with plus is more environmentally friendly. Additionally
it is native to the central Africa. Therefore the refugees will be able to rely on the
surrounding land, and be able to use the skills learnt in the refugee camp after they’ve
left.

Compacted Felt
Compacted felt is typically used as the wall material in a Yurt because it’s durable,
inexpensive, has thermal properties and is easy to work with. Additionally it’s a more
sustainable option.

Ground Level
Within the site there is a slight level change that sees the highest point 400 feet above
the lowest spanning across ten’s of metres. The soil isn’t particularity good or useful for
plant growth.

Namib Beetle
Fog/Dew Harvesting - Self-filling water bottle
NBD Nano is mincing the Namib beetles shell to create the first self-filling water bottle
. The technology optimises the collection of condensation. It can be used on the smart
skin to resourceful collect water all year round. The idea to sustainable supply the whole
camp with water using a similar system

Thorny Devil
Passive water harvesting and distribution
There is a huge potential for passive collection and distribution of water as it could
help supply water to billions in extreme conditions. Building could manage water flow
without the need for pumps , therefore reducing energy consumption. The idea to
sustainable supply the whole camp with water using a similar system.

Construction
The joints for the structure will be similar to the ones found in Renzo Piano’s work ,
to allow for all the points of intersection. It is a tested resolution that using the tension
form the smart skin and the triangle formations will allow the structure to stand strong
and be durable.

Bird Flight
Modern Aviation - Artificial flight
The structure of a birds wing is allows them to glide through the air seamlessly. Taking
inspiration to create the structure under the smart skin, allows the design to cover a
large span of area without a large amount of poles for stability.

Wooden lattice
Yurt walls are held up using timber lattice that is bolted together using stainless steel
nuts and bolts. In keeping with the Bamboo structure the lattice will use engineered
bamboo for the lattice and bamboo poles foe the roof structure.

1:100 scale exploded model - detailing the structure of the smart structure and the huts

1:100 scale model

Plans of the entire camp and the smart skin shelter
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Elevations of the smart skin structure, not to scale.
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